A Bill to Revise UW Regulation 2-5, *Effectiveness Evaluation System*

*WHEREAS,* beginning in September, 2016, the University has been engaged in a comprehensive review of all University Regulations; and

*WHEREAS,* the evaluation of teaching effectiveness directly relates to the immediate governance of the various academic departments of the university; and

*WHEREAS,* UW Regulation 2-301 gives to the Faculty Senate the responsibility to “establish and review” the academic curriculum; and

*WHEREAS,* a working group consisting primarily of faculty members undertook a comprehensive review of UW Regulation 2-5, currently titled Establishment of a Flexible, Faculty-Approved Teacher Effectiveness Evaluating System;

*NOW THEREFORE,* be it enacted that the Faculty Senate approves the proposed changes to UW Regulation 2-5, including changing the title of the Regulation to “Effectiveness Evaluation System,” as outlined on the attached redline copy of the regulation.